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In a recent paper, Chylek and Lohmann (2008) used data from the Vostok ice core
together with simple energy balance arguments to simultaneously estimate both the
dust radiative forcing effect and the climate sensitivity, generating surprisingly high and
low values for these respective parameters. However, their results depend critically
on their selection of single unrepresentative data points from time series which exhibit
a large amount of short-term variability, and are highly unstable with respect to other
arbitrarily selected data points. When temporal averages are used in accordance with
accepted norms within the paleoclimate community, the results obtained are entirely
unremarkable and in line with previous analyses.
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1 Introduction
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The sensitivity of the climate system to external forcing has long been a subject of much
research, the bulk of which has concluded that the climate sensitivity to a doubling of
CO2 is likely to lie in the range 2–4.5◦ C (Solomon et al., 2007). Chylek and Lohmann
(2008) (hereafter CL08) claim to have found evidence that the true value is much lower,
◦
around 1.8 C, and present two main arguments in support of their claim. The bulk
of their paper focusses on an energy-balance analysis of data from the Vostok ice
core (Petit et al., 1999). In this short comment we discuss the validity of their approach
in Sect. 2, and illustrate that their results are highly sensitive to the specific data points
that they selected. CL08 also present results from a GCM simulation in which high dust
loading is imposed, to estimate the net radiative forcing effect. However, this simulation
has a serious flaw which strongly biases and invalidates their result, as we explain in
Sect. 3.
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2 Analysis of ice core data
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CL08 analyse the Vostok ice core using simple energy balance arguments, assuming
radiative equilibrium and estimating the climate sensitivity as the ratio of global temperature change to total radiative forcing over a given interval. The radiative forcing effect
of changes in atmospheric dust loading over the paleoclimate record is a significant
uncertainty in this calculation, so CL08 use two different intervals – specifically, the
differences between the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and Holocene, and those between the LGM and 42 ka before present – to simultaneously estimate both the climate
sensitivity and the dust forcing effect, via the following equation:
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∆T1
∆T2
=
FGHG1 + FALB1 + 58X
FGHG2 + FALB2 + 53X
where ∆T denotes the temperature change over the first or second interval (indexed
by the subscript), FGHG and FALB are radiative forcings due to changes in greenhouse
gases and planetary albedo respectively, and X is the (unknown) forcing per unit
change in dust. After solving for X , the climate sensitivity is given by the expression on
either side of this equation.
CL08 used data obtained from the Vostok ice core (Petit et al., 1999), which we
re-plot in Fig. 1. Their analysis was based on the specific data points highlighted in
red. That is, from the temperature data, they picked the lowest value around the LGM
period, the highest temperature around 42 ka and also a warm peak at the start of
the Holocene, without providing any explicit justification of these choices. They also
selected the highest data point for dust within the LGM period, despite it not being
the closest data point in time to the temperature point that they used. It is apparent
by eye that the dust and temperature time series have strong variability, and we now
show that their results are highly sensitive to the specific data points that they chose,
by presenting a methodologically identical analysis based on different data points.
To demonstrate this, we selected a local temperature maximum during the LGM interval, which is actually closer in time to the dust value than the temperature minimum
1321
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that CL08 used. We also picked a local minimum in the temperature data close to 41 ka
BP. These points are indicated in blue in Fig. 1. We then followed the same procedure
as CL08, estimating the global temperature change as approximately half the local temperature change, with other estimates from their analysis left unaltered. Values for dust,
greenhouse gases, and albedo were not altered from CL08’s choices. When exactly
the same analysis procedure is followed with these slightly modified data, the results
are strikingly different. The dust forcing factor, X , is now found to be negative, imply−2
ing a dust forcing for the LGM to Holocene transition of approximately −1±0.4 Wm
−2
(at one standard deviation), incompatible with CL08’s estimate of 3.3±0.8 Wm . The
climate sensitivity to a doubling of CO2 is now estimated to be about 3.5◦ C, with a 95%
range of 2.6–4.5◦ C, compared to CL08’s estimate of 1.3–2.3◦ C.
The explanation for this discrepancy is very straightforward. The simple global energy balance equation presented by CL08 simply cannot be expected to capture the
high frequency variability that is observed in these local records. As Mix et al. (2001)
observe, “regional temperature records do not necessarily reach minimum values at
the same time, so a definition (of the LGM) based on the coldest observed temperature or some other local extreme conditions would be inappropriate.” Therefore, rather
than picking individual points, the normal approach has been to use temporal averages over some reasonable time scale. The LGM climate state has been defined in
the literature to be well characterised by the interval 19–23 ka BP (Mix et al., 2001;
Kucera et al., 2005), so we average the temperatures over this period. It is less clear
that the climate system is close to equilibrium around the 41 ka era, but we attempt the
same procedure, averaging temperatures over an interval of the same length centred
on 41 kaBP, also shown in the figure. For dust forcing, we again average the data over
these intervals, which gives a value of 38 units for the LGM to Holocene transition, and
32 units for LGM to 41 ka.
When these values are used in the energy balance equation, they provide an esti−2
mated dust forcing of 0.9±1.2 Wm for the LGM to Holocene transition, and an esti◦
◦
mated climate sensitivity of 1.7–3.4 C, with a median of 2.4 C. This result is in line with
1322
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most energy-balance analyses of paleoclimatic data (e.g. Hansen et al., 1993).
While the upper bound of this result is still a little on the low side compared to some
estimates, we have omitted some major sources of uncertainty. Most notably, this
type of analysis implicitly assumes that the sensitivity is constant for a wide range of
different forcings (which are themselves assumed to combine linearly) and also for
radically different background climatic conditions. Accounting for these factors would
certainly increase the uncertainty of this result, and more generally it remains an open
question as to how useful paleoclimate analyses might be in informing on future climate
change (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2006; Crucifix, 2006; Hargreaves et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, we can at least draw the conclusion that these paleoclimate data do not
pose any significant challenge to the widely-held view that climate sensitivity is likely to
◦
lie in the range 2–4.5 C (Solomon et al., 2007).
Examining the data underlying CL08’s analyses of the previous glacial terminations
(their Table 1) reveals that again they have picked unrepresentative extrema in both the
dust and temperature time series. Moreover, the largest drops in the dust values lead
the significant temperature changes by a substantial margin (exceeding 10 000 years
in two cases), which by itself would appear to refute either the implicit hypothesis of
CL08 that the planet is in radiative equilibrium over much shorter time scales, or their
result that the dust forcing makes a large contribution to the energy balance.
3 Model simulation
CL08 also perform a simulation using a GCM, in which they use present day boundary conditions but greatly increase the supply of natural dust and aerosol by scaling
up current sources by factors of 4 and 2 respectively, resulting in a net global forcing of around 3 Wm−2 . However, model simulations have already been performed in
which realistic LGM boundary conditions and dust sources are used, which show a net
−2
change in forcing due to dust of around 1 Wm (Claquin et al., 2003). One likely problem with the CL08 simulation is the absence of large ice sheets. This can be expected
1323
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to have biased their results, as the effect of increased dust forcing is actually expected
to be positive over these areas. Thus, although their model estimate for dust forcing
seems broadly reasonable in the tropical region, it is substantially too high for latitudes
◦
poleward of 45 (Claquin et al., 2003) and therefore also globally.
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4 Conclusions
The analysis of CL08 is based on the selection of local extrema in time series which
show high temporal variability, and moreover the data points they used are not even
temporally coincident. Thus, these data points cannot adequately represent the longterm energy balance of the climate system, and we have shown that their results are
highly unstable with respect to the particular data points selected. When the noise of
short-term natural variability is reduced by temporal averaging, the results come into
line with previous analyses of these and similar data (e.g. Hansen et al., 1993). Thus
the authors have not presented any significant evidence to challenge existing estimates
of climate sensitivity (Solomon et al., 2007).
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Fig. 1. Temperature (thin black line) and dust data (squares) from Vostok ice core. Thick
black line is a 5-point smooth of the dust data. Red diamonds indicate the points selected by
CL08. Blue diamonds indicate alternative temperature data points, and magenta lines indicate
averages over the indicated periods.
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